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ABSTRACT

A simple but sel f -consis tent LCAO scheme i s used to study the Tr-electronic

s t ruc ture of an idealized stage-1 ordered graphite acceptor i n t e r c a l a t e , modeled

approximately on CgAsF . The resul t ing non-uniform charge population within

the carbon plane, band s t ruc tu re , optical and energy 103s propert ies are d i s -

cussed and compared with available spectroscopic evidence. The calculated t o t a l

energy i s used t o estimate migration energy b a r r i e r s , and the in t e rca la t e v ib-

ra t ion mode frequency.
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In the wide c lass of graphite in te rca la t ion compounds, the acceptor

intercalates, ,s tand out as those-that exhib i t , at the same time, the highest

conductivit ies and the largest uncer ta int ies of s t ruc tura l and electronic

proper t ies . In pa r t i cu la r , the intercalant species ' chemical na ture , pos i t ion ,

s t a t e of ordering, and level of charge t ransfer from the graphite layers are

generally very poorly known and are presently under study. For a review of the

experimental s i t ua t i on , we refer the reader t o the published proceedings of

two recent conferences (Nijmegen 19T9 ; Provincetmm 19fiO). Useful e lectronic

s t ructure models have been recently elaborated (DresBelhaus et a l 19TT;

Blinovski e t al 1980a; Blinovski and Higaui 1980b and 1980c; Kltsko and Mele

1980a, 1980b} tha t can explain well the opt ical p roper t ies ,

and also y ie ld in te res t ing information on the Fermi surface. In these models

the in terca lant i s taken to be essen t ia l ly a uniform sheet of charge.

This s t a r t i ng point seems adequate, in view of the purpose for vhich

the models are meant, and also of our level of ignorance of the actual s t ruc ture

and charge t ransfer d e t a i l s .

The question remains nevertheless , t o what extent i s in pract ice such

a s t a r t ing point close t o r ea l i t y . Also, one may wonder whether a more a r t i -

culate model could provide any clues for a be t t e r understanding of the in t e r -

calant ordering at low temperatures. Such clues might come from e i the r indirect

evidences of in-plane ordering t o be recognized in electronic spectroscopy, or

from considerations to be made on the t o t a l calculated s t ruc tura l energy.

These questions are not easy t o face, as the amount of complication in

the actual s i tua t ion of each acceptor in te rca la te i s undoubtedly vast . Thus a

model study, including only a small but meaningful fraction of t h i s complication,

seems useful. The f i r s t new elements to incorporate a r e , in our view:

a) the d iscre te s t ruc ture of the in t e r ca l an t , assumed ten ta t ive ly

t o have some kind of ordering at T = 0;

b) self-consis tency, t o be achieved by adding In t e r - and i n t r a -

a i t e Coulomb interact ions t o the one-electron hopping terms In

the Hamilton!as.

We report In th i s paper the r e su l t s of a f i r s t attempt to carry out t h i s

programme, for the simplest possible case of some meaning. We have picked a

model stage-1 acceptor i n t e r c a l a t e , with parameters chosen to model roughly a

stsge-1 pentafluoride in te rca la ted graphi te . Our main points w i l l be :

* To be submitted for publicat ion.
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i) to show of what type and magnitude are the effects that

in-plane charge non-uniformity can have on some electronic

properties;

i i ) to demonstrate the use of self-consistent total energy for

a study of the energetic cost of intercalate displacements,

both small (phonon-like) and large.

The present calculation is addressed to a stage 1 intercalate only. In

fact, the problem of interlayer self-consistent charge distribution in high-

stage compounds is already solved (Pietronero, Strassler, Seller and Rice 1978).

On the other hand, the possible effects of in-plane non-uniformity

should not be less evident in a stage 1 eonpotmd, which is a simpler system

to start with.

The model has of course many free parameters. We shall choose them to

mimic, a case of real interest, stage-1 AsF intercalate. Though the nominal

stoichiometry of this compound is often given as Cg X, where X stands for

the intercalate molecule, many open questions exist on i ts actual chemistry

and structure (Bartlett, McQuillan and Roberston

1978; Fischer I960; Markievicz et al 1980a, 1980b).

ID particular, i t is clear that not all intercalate molecules are equal,

and/or take up the same amount of charge from the graphite layers. Our choice

is to ignore these questions at this ini t ial stage, and start with an idealized

model intercalate of structural unit CgX, vhere all X molecules are equivalent.

It should be clear that the choice of this simplified geometry is entirely tent-

ative, and is meant as a study case, as clarified above. Other geometries could

be easily tried, should accurate structural data became available. In spite of

all the simplifications introduced in our model, we shall throughout the paper

attempt a comparison of our results with the experimental evidence available

on stage-1 AsF_ intercalates.

The details of the model and of the method of calculation are presented

in Section S. In Section 3 we discuss the resulting charge population, the

it-electron hand structure, and their dependence on the charge-transfer para-

meter. The optical (q = 0) dielectric function calculated from this band

structure, including the full k-dependence of dipole matrix elementsris

presented in Section k. We also show there the calculated reflectivity and

electron energy loss spectra of our model. Through comparison with the experi-

mental reflectivity of stage-1 AsF the charge transfer parameter is fixed to

f = O.I4, similar to previously determined values, and in close agreement with

the recent accurate value of 0.37 given by Markiewic z et al (1980b). In Section

5 we discuss total energy, and its changes caused by displacing bodily the

- 3 -

intercalate sheet as in a k = 0 optical phonon. Also seme speculations

on possible stable superlattices are presented. A brief summary of conclusion

is given on closing in Section 6. Preliminary results of the present calcul-

ation have been presented earlier (.Campagnoli and Tosatti 1980).

2. MODEL AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

Our model i n t e r c a l a t e i s a CQX c r y s t a l . The un i t c e l l c o n s i s t s of X

t o
= ( 0 , 0 , c / 2 ) with c = 8.1 A for s t a g e - 1 AsF

( B a r t l e t t e t a l 1978; Fa lardeau , Hanlon and Thompson 1978) , and of e ight carbon

atoms, labelled 1 to 8 as in Fig. 1, with coordinates t . = a(y , T;K , 0) ,

i(l , - , 0),
/3

i(2, - , 0) , :

/3

, ^ , 0)

= a(2 , - , 0)

• 1*

ana

= a(f , ̂  0)

a ( | ,

, <-5 -

, 0).

a<f , , o)

The in-plane

cell edge Is 2a. The value of a is known to deviate slightly but consistently from the

pristine graphite value, a = 2.U6 A , due to intercalation. The physics of this devia-

tion has been discussed recently by the Baden group (Pietronero and Strassler

198lb). For our purposes, however, the difference between a and a is

entiraly negligible, and ve assume a = a .

Our concern is to calculate the electronic structure of the carbon

ir-electrone only. I t is known from pristine graphite that these states are the

closest to the Fermi level, and they dominate the band structure for about

3 eV on either side of E_, and thus the optical and energy loss properties up

to about 6 eV (Bas3or.i and Pastori-Parravieini 1967,1975; Greenaway, Harbeke,

Bassaniana Tosatti 1969; Tosatti and Bassani 1969). The carbon a-electrons,

as well as the (generally complex) electronic structure of the neutral X

molecule are respectively known, and assumed to be, deeper in energy than the

Tr-eleetrons, and are left out of the calculation - though certain provisions

will be made in Sections 3 and It for their existence.

Like most other vorker3, we use the empirical LCAO (or Httekel) method,

that has long been known to work well for this w-electron system (Wallace 19^7 )•

Our basis is restricted to one p orbital <p(r) for each carbon, vhich we

ierote as £», (r) =<&{r - X* } , . . . CPa(r) =CP(T -TO)> plus one orbital,

by (DAT) - x(r ~"?Q} centered on the X molecule. The latter mimics the

hypothetical electron-accepting orbital of the interculant molecule, which is

empty in X°, and filled in X". All the above orbitals are assumed to be

orthogonal,

-1*-



The model hamiltanian is

+2

where |lR > stands for <p.(r - H), and the R's are the 3-dimensional la t t ice
vectors of the assumed structure.

(2.2)

with l,m,n integers.

The hopping matrix elements g are assumed to be known and fixed, in

the spirit of a Htickel LCAO calculation. Specifically, hopping between in-

plane first-neighbour carbons is given the value p = -2.3 eV, which f i ts well

the 2-dimensional it-band structure and optical properties of pristine graphite

in the 1 - 6 eV range. For example, the » + *• Interband transition at the

saddle-point Q of the 2-dimensional Brillouin Zone, expected at hoi = 2 | B | ,

is found experimentally at k.6 eV (Taft and Philipp 1965; Bassani and Pastor!

Parravieini 1967, 1975; Greenaway, Harbeke, Bassani and ToBatti 1969). (It

should be noted, incidentally, that the choice of B# depends on the energy-

range one is interested in. For example, the details of the 3-dimensional

band structure of pristine graphite in the 0 - 1 eV range are better described

by an alternative choice 6p = -yo ^ -J eV, as in the well-known Sloncaewski-

Weiss-McClure model (Slonezewski and Weiss 1958; McClure 1957). Also the very

high-energy Tr-band-structure of pristine graphite,{Painter and El l i s , 1970),

that is responsible,for example, for the ir-ple.saton dispersion above 7 eV,

i s better described by 6, = -3 eV (Leelaprute, Tosatti and Campagnoli 1981).

Nevertheless, the beat choice in the 1-6 eV range seems to us g = -2.3 eV,

as confirmed also by the finding that the IT—> IT* absorption peak to a good

approximation does not shift upon acceptor intercalation (Fflflger et al 1980).

Also, due to the almost threefold increase of layer spacing, the Slonczewski-

Weiss-McClure band structure is entirely wiped out, and thus irrelevant in

stage 1 intercalates.)

All other hopping matrix elements 6 . , , such as those between second
^ J

and higher carbon neighbours within the layer, or across the layers, as well

as those between the X molecule and the carbons and those between different

X molecules are set equal to zero. (In reality, of course, some hopping

- 5 -

probability must exist between X and the carbons, to enable the charge transfer

to occur, but that is probably very small-in comparison vith g , as shown by the

extremely low conductivities along the c - axis (Fisher and Thomspon 1978)).

The diagonal energies E^ in (2.1) depend on the charge imbalance on

each site, as will be specified further below. The charge acquired by the X

site (in units of electrons) will be denoted by f, and is the chief adjustable

parameter of this calculation, as it cannot be computed without a detailed

description of the X molecule. It can be adjusted e.g., by comparison with

optical data; this will be done for stage 1 - AsF in Section k. The

corresponding variations of electron population on each carbon are denoted by

P. , i = 1, ... 8. The planar symmetry of the problem, exhibited by Fig. 1,

requires that p,=

then requires that

Pg, and p_. Charge neutrality

(2.3)

that can also be written as
9
I p. 0 if pQ = f. For any assumed value of

f, the charge imbalances p and p,, will be determined self-consistently via

a band structure calculation, as explained below.

The baud structure of the present model is clearly two-dimensional>since

no hopping is allowed between the layers. Hence k will be dropped and we
z

take k « (k , k ). The two-dimensional Brillouin Zone of CgX is a hexagon

with one of the corners at P1 = ~(.T > 0) ™d one of the sides centered at
r / , ) . The LCAO Bloch functions are~

where (A•p * N t h i s j basis, the hamiltonian (2.1)

has off-diagonal elements

ik(Z,-
(hi - O-\-a)0-h4-9)p. %. e.

K.
(2.10

The lat t ice sura (2.4) has actually only one term, because of the first-neighbour

requirement imposed by the delta factor. The diagonal elements are k-independent,

and are taken of the form
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Here, E and E' are unperturbed on-site energy terms for the carton

p function and the intercalant x function respectively. We shall convention-

ally set EQ = 0, 30 that a l l hand energies are measured with respect to E_

of neutral (f = 0) 2-dimensional graphite.

The tern £• p̂ U represents the average change of on-site correlation

energy on the carbon p£ orbital. Following Pariser (1956), ve take

U • IO.96 eV. We have also checked that changes of up to 50Jt of this value do

not affect the results appreciably. Hovever, i t is found that graphitefwhlch

has two sublattiees, becomes unstable towards an ionic crystal phase C C~ i f

U is made smaller than about 2 eV. Hote that no term of the type JOQU is

introduced for the X si te . I ts presence or absence makes no difference, in

viev of our subsequent requirement that the X-level should be pinned at E_.

Finally, the V1's in (2.5) represent the electrostatic (crystal field)

potential energy of a charge - | e | at site i , due to the charge imbalance

— IeIp on al l other sites in the crystal,
J

-

Of these, we need to calculate only V,

(2.6)

8. Aa for Vo, we

assume that E' is such that E' + Vn = E_ in a l l cases. If the flat X
o o y c

level is to be partly filled, i t must be clearly pinned at E_. The inter-site

coulomb integral in (2.6)

(2.7)

protruding towards the carbon layers. The parameter h, describing the distance

between the electron and the hole charge is rather arbitrary. The X-ray work

of Markievicz, Kasper and Interrante (1980a) on the particular cas$ of the stage

2 AsF_ intercalate suggests a distance between fluorines and carbons nuclei in

the order of 3Ai However, It also shows that the separation between the outmost

valence charge of the two atoms, which is of concern here, ia more like 1*. Thus,

we have performed our calculations for h = IA. A check on the dependence of the

final charge distribution on the value of h is anticipated in Fig. 2. Though

the numerical values of p^ ond pg do depend on., h, the qualitative behaviour

remains the,' same irrespective of h.

We have not yet specified the form of the electron-electron interaction

v(r) in Eq. (2.7). In an all-electron calculation, v(r) should of course be

coulomb, e /r . Here, however, the carbon a-electrons and the inner electrons

of the intercalant are not Included. In fact, high-energy virtual transitions

of these electrons from filled to empty states do exist. At lew energies, their

effect is to renonnalize, i .e . to screen, the electron-electron interaction. We

incorporate this important feature approximately, by screening the it-electron

coulonS) interaction with a suitable s ta t ic , but q-dependent background dielectric

function e
o ( i ) i n t n e form

(2.8)

Here E (q) should i n principle be anisotroplc, because different virtual

transitions are allowed for different q-directions, e.g. , a -* a* for qjL z,

and o -*• it*, it •+ o* for q#z (Bassani and Pastor! Parravicini, 1967; 1975).

However, studies of the optical and energy loss properties of pristine graphite

indicate a rather modest anisotropy of e for QI -» 0, q * 0. (Greenaway,

Harbeke, Bassani and Tosatti 1969; TosattI and Bassani 1969). We have then

adopted the simple isotropic form

is evaluated in the simplest point-charge approximation for al l carbon orbitals,

i .e. , jep(T) I = S(r), while the X-site density distribution is supposed to be

concentrated in two points above and below the X center, that i s , above and

beLow the carbon layer, in the form \X(r)\7' =( ' /?)[S( ?-"£ } + SC *+^o) J '

This form mimic s the features of a molecular wavefunction with two lumps

(2.9)

with E = 2.k fixed to reproduce approximately the extrapolated c j, , optical

value of pristine graphite. (Taft and Philipp 1965; Greenavay, Harbeke, Bassani

and Tosatti 1969). The additional screening due to the filled states of X°

is neglected, since (i) these states must be generally quite deep in energy,

due to the high electronegativity of the fluorines, and (i i) the number of



polarizable X molecules is small in comparison to that of carbons. The

q.-dependence in (2.9) is determined by the cutoff 'eecter Q, whose inverse is a

measure of the typical background screening length. In the hypothesis, stressed

above, that c is due largely to the a-electrons, Q should take a value of
the order'of the Brillouic Zone diameter of pristine graphite, i .e-
Q = W a / 3 . As F1B- 3 i l lus t ra tes , the final charge distribution i s rather

stable against the choice of Q, provided i t is not taken unrealistically
small.

There i3 a technical problem in calculating the diagonal potentials
V± that enter Eq. (2.5), given a certain distribution of p . ' s . This is
because < io|v | jB > has a long-range part which is screened coulomb, so that
(2.5) is in fact a scrtened Madelvr^ sum, where the screening is nonlocal, due
to the q.~aependence of ^o(i)- The usual Ewald method for ordinary Madelung
sums (Tosi 196k) i s easily generalized to the screened case, for a dielectric
function of the assumed form (2.9), as described in Appendix.

For a chosen value of f, the self-consistent cycle consists of the
following steps:

( i ) choose a start ing set of p i ' s that satisfy the neutrality

condition (2.3);
{ii) calculate the V^'s Dy the Etfald sum described in Appendix, and

thus obtain a l l HVs as in (2.5) S
( i i i ) diagonalize (2.k) and (2.5), to obtain the bands £ and

Bloch functions [kl > throughout the Brillouin Zone;
(iv) fix the Fermi level EL, by requiring that the number of holes

in tbe ir-band equal the number of electrons on the X molecule:

i-f (2.10)
k

(Otfim
(v) recalculate the charge imbalances p , p in the form

(2.11)

{vi) compare the new p . ' s with the s t a r t i n g se t in ( i ) and, i f

necessary repeat the cycle u n t i l convergence i s achieved.

The k-sums in (2.10) and (2.11) are performed on a t r i a n g u l a r mesh of

points. Good convergence i s achieved by a tota l of 900 points in the reduced
(l/12) of the zone for the intermediate steps, and 1600 points for the final

steps.
-9-

3. THE ELECTRONIC ETBUCTUEE

In this section ve present the results of our electronic structure

calculation. The discussion below is given especially in connection with

some of their experimental consequences and implications.

3.1. Self-consistent charge population, and C13HMH

We obtain, from the calculation outlined ahove, the charge populations
of the two inequlvalent carbon s i t e s , p and Pp. The non-uniformity of the
in-plane charge distribution can be Judged by comparing 0, with p , . This
is done, as a function of the average charge transfer parameter f, in Fig. k.

This parameter will he fixed in the next section to 0.4, by comparison with
optical data for the stage-1 AsF,. intercalate. For this value of f, we have
obtained p = -0.06 and p, = -0.02. As anticipated in Section 2, these
numberB do depend somewhat on the other parameters of the model, particularly
the molecular wavefunction parameter h, and the screening cutoff parameter Q.
However, a large non-uniformity ia a general finding, for a l l reasonable values
of the parameters. This means tha t , despite the large hopping energy 8
favouring charge uniformity, the (screened) coulomb attraction between the
electron on the X-fflolecule and the hole in the carbon layer is sufficient to
pile up a relatively large fraction of the to ta l hole charge in the sites
1. 3, h, 5> 6» and 8, i . e . , in the vicinity of the electron.

If we tentatively suppose that the hole charge density in the layer i3
made up of the superposition of exponentially decaying distributions about the
unit cell origin

(3.1)

then we have approximately, if X < < a , that

f, * (3.2.)

and

(3-3 )

-10 -



where A is a normalization constant

and the factor 3 in (3.2b) is due to three X-molecules contributing equally

to p_, while essentially only one contributes to p . From (3-2) one obtains

(3 .U)

for the typical decay-length of the charge heap-up around the X-molecule.

Hote that (3.U) is valid only so long as 3p, > > po . With the values given
* 1 *•

above at f = O.H, we obtain A* 0.65 A, close to the Bohr radius, indeed

a very short decay-length. Since there is no proof of an actual long-range

exponental decay, which is wiped out by overlap and interference between

different centers, the above decay-length is only of qualitative significance.

Its smallness shows, however, that it may he often far from legitimate to assume,

as is sometimes implicitly done, that the charge "heaps" are of size comparable

or larger than the X - X distance, and thus must merge into an essentially

uniform distribution. v

Perhaps the most direct measurement of the p. is obtained by C HME

Knight shift, studied by Conard and co-workers (Conard et al I960). Interesting-

ly, these authors have found that, while the Knight shift correlates very well

with the average charge transfer for donors as measured by other techniques,

there seems to be no correlation at all in the case of aceeiJtors. The acceptors

intercalates have a sharp HMR line centered at zero Knight shift-relative to

pristine graphite - and often a broader faint shoulder at a rather large shift.

If the sharp line only is considered, one must conclude that the acceptors are

not really acceptors, and there is actually no appreciable transfer of electronic

charge away from the graphite planes. (Conard et al 1980). Of course, this

viewpoint is very hard to reconcile with conductivity, magneto-oscillations,

optical properties etc, all pointing to a rather large transfer.

Our type of result suggests that the BMH line ought to be really a

superposition of lines of several inequivalent carbons. The line of a carbon

site like 2 would in fact be very poorly Knigh-shifted with respect to pure

graphite, while that of a. site like 1 would be strongly shifted. Clearly, our

model is not suitable to explain the details of Conard's results, as i t leads

to a 3 : 1 prevalence of the shifted sites over the unshifted. Presumably, this

could be ascribed to the fact that our assumption that an X molecule takes on

a fraction f of electron is probably only valid on average,while in reality

at any given place and instant a fraction of the molecules takes one full

electron, while the others are neutral. In these conditions, the in-plane

electron population would be large only for a small fraction of the carbons,

all the others being probably close to neutral. While we hope to return on

the details of this possibility in a later publication, we conclude that

consideration of the inhomogeneity of the charge population in the carbon plane

seems vital for an understanding of tiMR in acceptor intercalates.

3.2. Band structure

The w-hand EL structure obtained with f = 0.U is shown in Fig. 5.

The overall behaviour is very close to folded-in ir-bands of 2-dimensional

pristine graphite, that is

( 3 . 5 )

where g are tvo-dimensional reciprocal la t t ice vectors of Cg3C, and the three

vectors 5. are of magnitude a , and point along the three carbon-bonds.

The density-of-states minimum occurs at point P and is lowered by

about 0.2 eV with respect to the neutral (f = 0) case, as shown on Fig. 6. The

Fermi level position is approximately 1.2 eV below the density-of-states

minimum. As has been shown by Mele and Bitsko (1979) and by Hitsko and Mele (1981)

this la t ter quantity can be directly compared with the width of the carbon edge

structure around 283 eV in energy loss spectroscopy. Their measured value for

the Fermi level position In stage 2 AsF is 0.9 eV.

Mini-gaps of the order of 0.1 eV appear between states that were degenerate

with the simple fo] aing (3.5). These are most noticeable in the flat bands,

respectively filled and empty, around -2 eV and 2 eV on Fig. 5- These bands come

from folding-in the line joining two Q-points in the unperturbed Brillouin Zone,

e.g. — ( — , —) and — ( — _ i.}. In the assumed first-neighbour approxi-
/3a 2 2 /3a 2 2

mation, this line happens to he one of exactly constant energy, and the folded

bands are exactly f la t , at energy ±|& \ . In the density-of-states plot of

-11- -12-



Fig. 6 we also note that the relative change with respect to the neutral f = 0
situation is generally small. Thus, a rigid-liana picture, with a shift of E_
plus a smaller overall energy shift , describes essentially, veil our result .
The shape of the Fermi surface - tvo cylinders centered at points P - i s
•basically the same as in the rigid-hand Model. The ratio between the cylinder
radius along V^ ((10) direction)and that along P Q^Ct̂ - , |o direction) is
1.2. The calculated density of states at Ep is 0.046 states/eV spin carbon.
This can be compared with a value extracted from ESR data, of 0.03 states/eV
spin carbon (Weinberger et al 1978). The reasons for this discrepancy, noted
by several other authors, are not clear. However, i t would not come as a
surprise i f any such fine detail as Fermi-level properties should turn out to
be very dependent on al l the structural complications of real CgAsF_ , here
neglected. {While, on the other hand, we expect that global band structure
properties over large energy intervals should be less dependent on them).

Avay from EF, the mini-gap splittings become quite evident at the
saddle-point logarithmic singularities of the density of s ta tes , as shown by
Fig. 6. The origin of these split t ings can be traced back to the existence
of nonequivalent carbon s i tes , which in tarn is due to preferential positioning
of the X molecule between the layers. Hence, a study of these density-of-
states features around -2.5 7 -3 eV by, e .g. , photDemission, could be very
useful in establishing the position and state of ordering of the acceptor
molecules. One problem in this respect could be/whether the lifetime of
this valence hole is sufficiently long in comparison with the inverse spl i t t ing,

- 1 ^which is of the order of 10 see.

3.3- Madelung potentials, and core level binding

Core level energies are very sensitive to the local electronic configuration
tion. Mele and Ritsko (1979) have shown how to relate the carbon Is electron
energy loss lineshape to the band structure of the acceptor intercalate, via a
Slater-Koster electron-hole interaction. One possible way to detect the non-
uniform charge distribution in the graphite plane is to look for inequivalent
carbon sites in core spectra. Some evidence in this direction has recently been
discussed for donor intercalates (Di Cenzo, Easu and Wertheim 1981). On the
theoretical side,a full calculation with the core hole placed on each inequivalent
s i te is called for. We can extract, for the time being, a very qualitative
indication of the kind of core energy difference expected between two inequivalent
carbon sites in an acceptor intercalate by looking at the difference of the
electrostatic potentials existing without the core holes. Fig. 7 shows the
self-consistent potentials V1 and V^, as defined in Eq. (2,6), calculated

as a function of the charge transfer f. For f = 0.!+, the difference V1 - V2

is of the order of half an eV. In actual fact, the data of Mele and Hitslco
(1979) on FeCl, intercalates, and especially those on the stage-2 AsF inter-
calate (Ritsko and Mele 1981) do shew evidence of a spl i t t ing of the carbon
Is edge of magnitude around 0.3 eV. However, there i s a strong alternative
explanation for this spl i t t ing, in the stage - S compounds. There are really
two final hands in the Blinowski-Eigaux band structure far stage 2 (Blinowski
et al 1980a), separated by y = 0.37 eV. A core hole on one of the two
inequivalent layers of stage 2 would select preferentially one of these bands
as i t s final s ta te , leading to the observed spl i t t ing. A closer study of this
general problem is clearly of interest .

k. DIELECTRIC FUNCTION, OPTICAL AND ENERGY LOSS PROPERTIES

From the calculated bands EL. and Bloch functions | fcl >, we can

now ext rac t a quanti ty of c ruc i a l p r a c t i c a l I n t e r e s t , the in-plane op t i ca l

( t ransverse , q = 0) d i e l e c t r i c function ej /w). There are in p r inc ip le three

types of electronic transitions that contribute to e (u) of the intercalate:
the intra-carbon transit ions, the carbon-molecule t ransi t ions, and the intra-
molecular transitions. Of these, we shall retain here only the former, and
drop a l l transitions involving the X molecule. This ia justified as follows.
The carbon-molecule band is largely ionic vith a small overlap, and thus the
oscillator strength of charge-transfer optical transition of an electron between
them ought to be small. Also, the dipole moment of such transitions must be
largely, if not entirely, orthogonal to the carbon planes. Hence, these
transitions would contribute to en , rather than to e^.

As for the intra-molecular transit ions, we are forced to leave them out,
f irst of a l l by the fact that they depend on the nature of the X molecule,
and we ignore the spectrum of AsF,. even in vacuo. However, we also note
first ly that the low-energy molecular excitations represent a fraction
f/(8 - f ) , of the tota l n-electron strength, that i s only 5% if ~t - O.k.
Secondly, they should be well identifiable by comparison with different
intercalates, and thus easily subtractable in each case.

With this proviso, we can write
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The neat separation of the carbon dielectric response into independent n and

a-parts is a consequence of symmetry, precisely of the mirror plane, coincident

with the carton layer, that is a good symmetry operation for our model inter-

calate. In fact, like in pristine 2-dimensional graphite, only IT •+ ir* and

o •+ a* transitions are allowed with electric field in the carton plane, while

the cross-transitions ir + o* and cr •* ir* are fortidden under mirror-plane

reflection (Bassani and Pastori Parravicini 19£>7; 1975).

While, however, pristine 2-dimensional graphite is a zero-gap semi-

conductor where only interband transitions take place, the intercalate is a

metal, with both intra- and inter-band u-transitions. On the other hand,

there is a gap in the o-banda, that must 'be close to that, of i- 10 eV, of

pristine graphite. Thus, there are only intertand cr-transitions.

U.I. it-interband dielectric function

As each of the dielectric function parts in brackets in Eq_. (U.l) is a

causal function of id, i t is sufficient to calculate, e.g., the imaginary part

of each. The real part is then obtainable by a simple Kramers-Kronig, or

Hilbert, transform. For the n-interband dielectric function, we use the

standard formula (Bassani and Pastori Parravicini 1975)

(U.2)

where f. n is the Fermi function, k is inside the CnX hexagonal

Brillouin Zone, and 1, 1' refer to the ir-bands 1,1' = 1, . . . , 8 , calculated

in Section 3.

The matrix element in (U.2) can be expressed, in the present LCAO

formulation, as a combination of matrix elements of p =-3JSV between the

localized p basis functions on the carbons,

•i

(It.3)
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... rr

Here, the electric field direction £ is arbitrary in the layer plane, and the

coefficients c.Ckl) are known from solving the n-band structure secular

problem, as in Sections 2 and 3. The matrix element between localized functions

P (r) is zero by symmetry if E = R1 and i = j , and can be assumed to be

nonzero only between first neighbour carbons, in close analogy with the hopping

matrix element B. Its angular dependence can easily be shown to be of the

form
- *

^ „ - • 111

Here i|p_2 | , the value assumed when £ is parallel to the first-neighbour

band, could only be calculated if actual localized functions (f[r) vere given.

In another paper, it has been shewn how one can establish, within the first-

neighbour LCAO context, a close connection between Ip-iol ^"^ I" I (Leelaprute

Tosatti and Campagnoli 1981). Here, Ip-iol *B considered as an unknown para-

meter of the graphite structure. This parameter is expected to increase only

to fulfillvery slightly upon intercalation. Thus, we have adjusted our
inter,

f12>

the approximate requirement that tp""= (ID) for f • 0 should satisfy the

f-sum rule with one n-electron per carbon atom, a3 suggested by the published

data of Taft and Philipp (1965),

(I*.5)

p p •
= kin e In, if n = U/a c/3 is the carbon atom density, eq̂ ual

C C

where h
to that of TT-electrons, and the subscript eg means calculated for f

gem sec"

0.

We obtain in this way a value of Ip 2 | = 6.6 x 10 gem sec" . We have

checked that a reasonable dielectric function is obtained, with this value of

P1 2 , for pristine graphite (f = 0, e = 3.35 A), when the appropriate energies

and Bloeh functions are substituted into Ct.2).

The k-sxjmnation in (U.2) is carried out on the usual mesh of lSOO points

in the reduced (1/12) of Brillouin Zone, and further averaged over the six

equivalent directions of £ in the (x . y) plane.

The resulting absorptive part of the intertand dielectric function is

shown for f = 0.U by the section at ui > 2 eV of Fig. 8. Following the sharp

Fermi-edge onset at about 2.2 eV, the behavior of e inter
2n

ia very much the

same as in the neutral case, f = 0, except for the mini-gap splitting of the

It.6 eV logarithmic saddle-point singularity.

-16-



Both of these features - the sharp Ferni edge, and the spli t t ing of
the saddle-point singularity - are a consequence of the assumption, made In
our model, of perfect, order and uniformity: uniformity in the position and
orientation of the X molecules, as vei l as in their state of charge. A
detailed optical study establishing the presence and sharpness, or else the
absence of, the Fermi edge and the mini-gap spli t t ing would clearly yield
relevant information on the state of order of the X molecules, even i f our
simple model were too crude in the detai ls .

Optical data of stage-1 AsF,. intercalate in the 2 - 6 eV range do
not seem to be available. However, Mele and Ritsfco (-1981) have measured the
loss function - Imt^ [as) of a stayt- : AsF residual compound. Ffluger
et al (i960) have measured the reflectivity of the IBr intercalates of
different staging, though never stage 1. In either case, no mini-gap spli t t ing
effects are seen at a l l around It.6 eV, while at most faint traces of a Fermi
edge can be guessed. While in principle i t is possible that this could be an
effect of the final state lifetime due,e.g., to electron-electron interaction,
this seems unlikely in th is case, where the low-energy point density of states
i s very small, due to the pseudo-gap around E ^ 0. We interpret the absence
of the expected features as indirect evidence that a substantial amount of
disorder is present in these compounds at room temperature. The disorder acts
to relax the in-plane k-conSjervation enough to blur a l l sharp singularities
out. The precise nature of the disorder, whether positional, electr ical or
of other nature, obviously cannot be established in such an indirect way.

It.2 Intra-band u-dielectric function

As Fig 5. shovs, the band 1 = k is crossed by IL,. The intra-band
contribution to Eg could in principle be calculated by the same formula
(It.2) with 1, 1' = k. Hovever, i t is well-known that , at least for q -* 0,
such a detailed calculation Is of l i t t l e practical value, unless provision is
made for some scattering, or damping, mechanism for the electrons. Once that
is included, on the other hand, a Drude-like result must ensue, like in any
other metal. Therefore, we simply assume a Drude form

(h.6)
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with two parameters, n* and y. The magnitude of the damping parameter Jf

is not very crucial, and has been adjusted to best f i t the low-frequency

reflectivity of Hanlon et al (1977). The more important strength parameter n*

is instead uniquely determined by the requisite that the tota l ^-dielectric

response, intra-band plus inter-band, should satisfy the modified f-sum rule.

f
fir*

ZlT
f '

tw
) -

where the missing f/8 piece is gone to the electron fraction in the

X-level at ily, which is supposed here to be rigid. The Drude absorption so

obtained is shown in the 0f2.2 eV part of Fig. 8.

It.3 q-dielectrlc function

We have already discussed in section 2 the stat ic screening exerted by
the o-electrons on the 7r-electrons, At finite frequencies,we expect the
o-dielectric function to exhibit important structure only above 10 eV, in analogy
with the ease of pristine graphite (Taft and Fhilipp 1965; Bassani and Pastor!
Parravicini 1967; 1975; Tosatti and Bassani 1969). Therefore, well belov 10 eV
a simple Lorentj oscillator model provides a good approximation for the a-response.
We thus assume

C U . 8 )

Here, ui = 3(ltim e /m), since there are three o-electrons per atom. The
pa c

effective gap parameter Ea is fixed to about 13 eV by requiring tha t the

u = 0 (^-screening 1 + fie (0) should be around 2. It, as discussed ear l i e r in

Section 2.

lt.lt Optical re f lec t iv i ty , and value of the charge transfer

The normal-incidence ref lec t iv i ty R(m) = l U ^ - l ) / (e j j " + l ) | 2 ,

calculated with the d ie lec t r ic function of Eqs. ( l t . l ) , (It.2), (k.6) and (It.8) i s

presented in Fig. 9, in comparison with the experimental data of Hanlon et al

(1977). As f i r s t noted by Blinowski and co-workers (I9o0), t h i s type of com-

parison provides a rather sensitive method for determining the average charge

transfer f. We obtain good agreement for f = 0.U, with an uncertainty of
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perhaps ±0.05, coining mostly from the uncertainty in the choice of B . This
o

charge transfer value compares well with Blinowski's, and also with f = 0.37,
extracted "by Msrkievicz, Hart, Interrante and Kasper (l980ti) from the Fermi
surface area. It is somewhat larger than the ESR value f - 0.2k (Weinberger
et al 19T8), and i t disagrees strongly with the 1MB results (Conard et al 1980),
that indicate a value of f one to two orders of magnitude smaller. The l a t t e r
point has already "been discussed in paragraph 3-1. Here we merely stress again
that while optical reflectivity probes a macroscopically large portion of the
sample and thus the average charge transfer, HME is a local probe, and the two
results may disagree i f the charge distribution is non-uniform. Furthermore,
optics also yield a result which is largely independent of the precise details
of the band structure near Ep. While U i^ difficult to get these details
right, the optical dielectric function is rather easy to calculate, as demon-
strated by previous authors (Blinowski and Eigaux I960 a .b . , Ritsko and Mele
I980), as well as "by the present work.

"••5 Energy loss function, and plasmon properties

Graphite is an ideal material for electron energy loss spectroscopy.
Much of the early work has been done by Zeppenfeld (1967; 1968), A quantitatively
accurate loss function - Ime~ (<u) is available, and thus, via Kramers-Kronig,
also E (̂U>) i t se l f which agrees well with optics up to very large energies
(Tosatti and Bassani 1969)- The Tr-electron plasmon peak of -Ime^ in pristine
graphite occurs at 7 eV, while that of a l l (IT + a) valence electrons is at 27 eV.
The reason why these two energies do not simply scale like the square root of
the respective electron density, i . e . , 1 : 2 i s twofold. One i s t^hat the high-
frequency cr-transitions screen very strongly, through e a(u) , the n electron-
electron interaction, and push the Tt-plasmon down (Taft and Philipp 19$5). The
other is that the strong Ti-interband transition at k.6 eV antiscreens the ir-
plasmon, and pushes i t up in energy. Examples of this la t te r behaviour can be
found in, e .g . , metal-insulator transitions (CampagnolijGustinetti, Stella and
Tosatti 1979). Thus, the actual plasmon position at 7 eV is a compromise
between these opposite forces.

We have calculated the low-energy loss function of our model intercalate
from the dielectric function (U.l), and the result is shown on Fig. 10.

In the neutral l imit , f = 0, the loss function is s t i l l very similar to
that of prist ine graphite, except for a small shift of the it-plasmon energy,

(which will be called a^) from 7 to 6.6 eV. Note that this shift is extremely
small, if one considers that the ir-electron density is here a factor

c /c 2f 0.1* times smaller than that of pristine graphite. The reason why theo

red shift of £1 is so small, is because when the plasmon shif ts , the 1 + n1 trans-
ition energy at h,6 eV becomes closer, and. i t s antiscreening effect stronger enough

to compensate almost exactly the tendency to shift .

With charge transfer f = 0.U the loss function changes as in Fig. 10.
The w-plasmon il suffers yet another red shif t , down to about 6-1* eV. This
further shift is connected with the small decrease of ir-electron number, but
also, more importantly, from the decrease of antiscreening due to the part ia l
transfer of interband oscillator strength from the 10 » 0-^-2.2 eV region, down
to isitraband, us ss 0. The main new feature, however, is the sharp loss peak
at tt_ =• 1.5 eV. This peak, clearly connected with the reflectivity minimum
around 1.7 eV,is due to the intraband plasmon of the holes in the ir-band. A
plasmon of this kind has been observed in energy loss by Bitsko and co-workers
in FeCl^ intercalates {Ritsko and Mele 1979, 1980) and in stage-2 AsF inter-
calates (Ritsko and Mele 1981). In the la t te r case, the observed peak energy
is 1.2 3V, alraady fairly close t o , and well compatible with, our calculated
value of 1.5 eV for stage 1. Also their observed u-plasmon is at 6.6 eV, close
to our calculated values for £L.

We have studied how the two plasmon energies, 0 and Q_ , change
with the charge transfer f. The result is shown on Fig, 11. The corresponding
plasmon strengths, defined as the normalized integrated intensity of each plasmon
peak

-V*4'' (U.9)

are displayed in Fig. 12 (Here A, is chosen such as to include only the
relevant peak at each time). We note tha t , while especially the plasmon energy
SL changes rather non-linearly with f, the transfer of strength from S, to
Sg proceeds linearly with f, to a good approxim»tion. This fact could be useful
for future determinations of f in other cases.

Finally, one smaller 3harp feature appears In the calculated loss function
of J ig . 10, around k.6 eV. I t Is again connected with the saddle-point mini-gap
spli t t ing discussed earl ier . Experimentally, no evidence of a feature of this
kind is seen in either the FeCl_, or in the stage-2 AsF,. data mentioned above.
However, the calculated width and strength of this feature are so small, that i t
is doubtful whether any definite conclusions could be drawn from this absence.
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5. STRUCTURAL AM- vlBRA'IlONAL ENERGY

The to ta l energy of the model intercalate is obtained by summing all

one-electron energies - the filled carbon IT-'bands, plus the molecular level

pinned at Kj, - and by subtracting off a l l those coulomb interactions that have

been counted twice - the full Madelung energy of the crystal , in this case.

Hence, at T = 0

£ =21
* U (5.1)

where V. is defined in (2.6), and the factor 2 in the f irs t term accounts

for spin. At self-consistency, this energy is variationally optimal
(Schiff 1968).

We have calculated E at each step of the self-consistent cycle

described in Section 2. The value of E, . usually decreases steadily while
tot

approaching convergence, except for the very f irs t step, where i t often

increases. This is not incompatible with the variational theorem, because the

effective hamiltonian i t se l f changes at every step, and only the final self-

consistent result is variational.

Clearly, no absolute meaning can be attached to the tota l energy cal-

culated for such a simple model. It is instructive, however, and of qualitative

interest , to study the variations of our E with various perturbations,

such as la t t ice vibrations, changes of charge transfer and changes of structure.

The dependence of ^tot from the charge transfer f is a monotonic

decrease, by about 5 eV (from -28.2 to -33.1 eV) from f = 0 to f = 1, with

a slope dE tQt/df~ - 8.5 eV/eleotron at f = 0,-and s - 3.6 eV/electron at

f = 1. This just reflects the build-up of an ionic bond, in the absence of

any repulsive forces. More interesting is the change of E obtained by dis-

placing al l X-molecules bodily from their "hollow" central position

A H (0, 0, c/2) in the cel l , to other less symmetric positions, such as

(6, 0, c/2), or (0, 6, c/2). The calculation for the distorted situation is

performed in exactly the same way as that for undistorted CQX, except that k-sums

have now less symmetry and are therefore lengthier. As Fig. 13 shows, the

total energy increases with distortion along both directions, reaching a saddle-

point -ibout 0.5 eV high at the "bridge si te" B = (a /2 , 0, c/2), and a maximum

of about 0.8 eV in the "atop" configuration C ; (0, a / / 3 , c/2). Hence the

central site A i s , predictably, the equilibrium position for our model. The

barrier height for X-molecules to migrate from a site A to another should

then ue ji' i,bi ,• io tialf a volt (if X - X indirect interactions, that our
calculation implicitly contains, are considered small). If this value i s

probably an overestimate, for in reali ty both the molecule and the graphite

sheets should relax, making the diffusion energetically less expensive, i t

seems at least of the right order of magnitude for a low-melting point ionic

system.

One quantity of particular interest is the curvature of E about
tot

i t s minimum at 6-0. For S small, we define the force constant K by
Hooke's law,

For f = 0.I4, we obtain Kc 2 x 10 g sec . If we consider the

q = 0 optical phonon whose eigenvector consists of the assumed uniform (x, y)

displacement of the X molecules relative to the carbons, then i t s frequency

ui ~ /K/MAsJ, can be estimated to be about 5 meV. It seems possible that a

mode of this type could be detected by infrared absorption, despite the strong

Prude 'background, because of the Fano-type coupling that can be anticipated

between this phonon mode, and the underlying electron-hole continuum. Pietronero

and Str&ssler (198la) have considered this mode in their calculation of

resist ivi ty in acceptor intercalates, and found i t to contribute an important

fraction of the total res is t iv i ty , especially at low temperatures.

As a last point of this paper, we can speculate on some possible

structural instabi l i t ies of our model intercalate, as a function of the charge

transfer parameter. Fig. lit shows the calculated value of the force constant

K as a function of f. The general tendency is to increase with f, except

for a. sharp drop, that occurs in a rather narrow interval around f = 0.8.

The cause of this softening anomaly is apparently the fact that the Fermi level

crosses the large singularities of n(E), associated with the flat band portion

along TQ , located in energy around - 3 eV, as in Fig. 5. (in the rigid

band model, this crossing would occur when IL, = - |s [ , at exactly f = 2/3).

A displacement of the X molecule away from si te A lowers the symmetry, and

therefore acts to split a wider mini-gap between the flat bands. When IL, falls

right within this gap, the total energy acquires a one-electron piece that

decreases sharply for increasing distortion, very much like in the Jahn-Teller

effect in molecules, or in charge-density waves in one- and two-dimensional

metals.
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The latter analog also suggests that, for particular charge transfers,

extra energy could be gained by formation of an intercalate super-superlattice

periodicity in the plane, like in two-dimensional charge-density wave systems.

The possibility of super-superlattices has been discussed previously by

Markiewicz (l9-80c). However, i t is clear from the above discussion that

a) this phenomenon would toe favoured for large charge transfers f > 2/3, that

have never been found so far; b) i t would be accompanied by the appearance of

a gap, or pseudo-gap, at E_, and thus presumably by a decrease of conductivity. For

example, if the sugge^+ed disproportionation reaction (Bartlett, McQuillan and

Robertson 19T8)

d. The self-consistent total energy can be exploited to study small or

large distortions of the assumed structure, A TO phonon frequency in the

order of 5 meV is expected for AsF (x, y) vibrations, while the barrier

height for large translations is of the order half a volt.

e. Elastic anomalies, reminiscent of Jahn-

Teller systems, are discovered for large charge transfers, f > 2/3. It is

speculated that in such a hypothetical case, charge-density waves, accompanied

by an intercalate super-superlattice might be favoured, leading to a metal-

semiconductor transition.

(5.3)

took place to completion, and the resulting molecules were ordered in a /3 x /3

super-superlattice, the resulting intercalate would presumably be a narrow-gap

semiconductor.

6. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

We can su tmar i ze t h e main conc lus ions t o be drawn from t h e p r e s e n t

model calculation as follows.

a. The in-plane distribution of ir-electron charge deficiency is largely

non-uniform in graphite acceptor intercalates with a decay length away from

the intercalant molecule \m 0.65 A for f = 0.U. The evidence for this

general fact is probably already contained in the t; HMR data. Other evidence

could also be sought in e.g. valence photoemission and optical properties

(mini-gaps) as well as in carbon Is core level spectroscopy (inequivalent

sites).

b. The gross features of the optical properties, and of energy loss

spectra, are quite insensitive to the charge non-uniformity. Our fit to the

experimental reflectivity is good and shows quite accurately that f = 0-1*,

but the uniform aodel of Blinowski et al (198O) does as well.

c. There is a linear relationship betveen the shift of strength from the

interband plasmon £!. to the intraband (hole) plasmon tl , and the average

charge transfer f.
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APPENDIX - SCHEEUED EWALD SUMS

We need to perform the potential energy sum

- rs hj; (Al)

vhere

Ai.V 3
(A2)

is a lattice sum of the screened potential

_ /
/?)**•<%) ,

(A3)

with

(Alt)

Write (A2) as

j>- r / A ' (A5)

where

(A6)

is the density of the lattice of j point charges. We apply the Ewald method

(Tosi 1961t), and write

(AT)

-25-

where a neutralizing uniform background has been added, represented by the

inverse cell volume i" = n /8 = l/2a ci^, and the gaussian half-width n is

adjustable.

By Fourier-expanding the first density piece, (A8)

(I) •* A-l

jV ( r ) = & .

(A10)

vhere G are the 3-dimensional la t t ice vectors, we obtain

<? (All)

The f irs t term in this result differs from the standard formula simply toy the

screening factor e~ (G) inside the sum. Similarly, in the second (self-inter-

action) term the second piece inside braces is due to screening.

The contribution of the second density piece, (A9) is evaluated, as

usual, in real space. We have

-26-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Unit cell of C0X. Note that the choice of axis in the text is such
0

that the x direction in this figure is along the lower unit cell side.

Dependence of the electron populations of the two inequivalent carbon

sites 1 and 2 on the molecular wavefunction parameter h, In the

neighbourhood of h = 1A. The sign of p. and p,, is negative. The

linear trend does not extrapolate outside the region shown, particularly

at large h, where in any case |p.J > jp_|.

Dependence of the electron populations of the two inequivalent carbon

sites 1 and 2 or the inverse screening length Q. The value

2|r{j| = Itir/i^a is that adopted in the present calculation. Below

Q = 1.1* A" , P 2 becomes positive.

Dependence of the electron populations of the two inequivalent carbon

sites 1 and 2 on the charge transfer parameter f. The normalization

is 6p1 + 2pg =-f.

Calculated -ir-electron band structure for f = O.lt. The bands are

independent of k .

it-electron density of states of CgX (solid l ine) . Also shown for

comparison Is the density of states for zero charge transfer (f = 0)

in the two-dimensional approximation.

Self-consistent electrostatic potential felt by an electron on the two

Inequivalent sites 1 and 2, aa defined by Eq.. (£.6), for increasing charge
transfer f.
Absorptive part of the in-plane dielectric function of CgX, for zero

and finite charge transfer. Note the Fermi edge at 2.2 eV, and the

mini-gap splittings around h.6 eV.

Comparison of calculated and experimental reflectivity for CgAsF (data

taken from Hanlon et al 1977).

Calculated energy loss function, as a function of charge transfer. Note

the small shift of the interband plasmon (H-., peak b) and the appearance

of the intraoand plasmon (£22> peak a) in the f = O.I4 spectrum.

Dependence of plasmon frequencies on the charge transfer f per molecule.

Dependence of relative plasmon strengths on charge transfer f per

molecule. The behaviour is remarkably linear.

Total energy change of CgX, when a l l X molecules are displaced simultane-

ously along the AB and the AC directions in the xy plane.

Dependence of force constant K for uniform intercalant displacement on

the charge transfer. Sote the Jahn-Teller-like anomaly for large f.
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